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Abstract: - Since the tourism earnings became a major part of foreign exchange in many countries, the tourism 
market has become much more competitive. In addition, tourism has been highly valued recently all over the 
world, and consequently, tourism market has been developed very fast. After quick development, it gradually 
becomes a saturated marketplace. Previous studies indicated that maintaining existing customers costs less than 
exploring new customers. Repeat visitors can not only reduce the cost but gain the long-term profits for the 
destinations. Thus, a method that can accurately predict repeat visitation intention is greatly needed. In this paper, 
we apply Support Vector Machines (SVM) to predict the repeat visitation. To evaluate the effectiveness of SVM, 
data are collected from tourists who visited Sun Moon Lake, which is the most famous destination in Taiwan and 
is the only place in Taiwan among the 50 best places to visit in China. Factor analysis (FA) is also employed to 
reduce variables and combined FA/SVM results are compared with those predicted from SVM only. The 
experimental results show that SVM can provide high accuracy rates than FA/SVM. Also, some SVM ensemble 
techniques can give higher true negative rates.  
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1   Introduction 
Tourism has become a major part of foreign 
exchange in many countries [1]. Approximately 8 
percent of foreign exchange earnings are from 
tourism [1]. The tourism earnings were situated the 
first place in all kinds of earnings. According to 
statistical reports in 2005, the number of outbound 
travelers in 2004 has reached up about 760 million 
people, up 10 percent and been the highest growth 
rate over the twenty years. In addition, World Travel 
and Tourism Council [2] estimated that travel and 
tourism total demand will reach up about USD$ 10.7 
trillion in the year of 2015 and create USD$ 2.7 
trillion of travel and tourism industry GDP. The 
travel and tourism economic GDP created by travel 
activities would reach about USD$ 7.8 trillion, 11.3 
percent of global GDP. Hence, tourism industry plays 
a crucial role in the development of a country in the 
future.  

On the basis of these reports, we can evidently 
discover that travel and tourism total demand has 
become one of the most important industry in 
developing a country and economy. However, travel 
and tourism industry has the characteristic of 
perishability; in other word, the products can not be 
stored up for future use. The supply is unable to be 
adjusted at any time by the demands and changes of 
market. For this reason, it is extraordinarily essential 

to predict the travel and tourism demands. Therefore, 
if we predict the travel and tourism demands 
properly, we can provide these data for the planners 
or strategy-makers of travel and tourism industry and 
hence they will make right decisions. 

Previous studies indicated that enterprises 
which improve the retention rate of customers about 
5 percent can increase about 25 to 85 percent of total 
profit [3]. Through public praise, enterprises can not 
only save the cost of advertisement but gain more 
customers’ loyalty. Some previous studies revealed 
that maintaining existing customers costs much less 
than exploring new customers. It is costly to capture 
new customers from competitors because a greater 
degree of service improvement is needed to convince 
customers to switch from competitors. It is the same 
with tourism industry. Hence, methods that can 
predict repeat visitation accurately are greatly needed 
and by which a tourism destination can improve its 
market position. 

Some past studies were concerned about  
predicting demands. Law and Au [4,5] applied the 
Artificial Neural Network in predicting the tourism 
demands. The results were better than the traditional 
way such as Naïve, Moving Average, Exponential 
Smoothing and Multiple Regression. Some scholaras 
suggested that the results in predicting international 
tourism demands which were produced by using 
Support Vector Regression were much more accurate 
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than using Artificial Neural Network [6]. In this 
paper, we used Support Vector Machines (SVM) to 
be the analytical tool and it could solve the problem 
effectively. 

People travel due to their motivations [7]. But 
since each individual has different nature, the 
importance and degree of motivations are 
comparatively different. These divergences are 
influenced by the internal and external factors of each 
person. Generally, tourist motivations are able to 
affect the degree of satisfaction and the destination 
will be altered by the preference and expectation 
while the purpose of tourists is different [8]. In 
addition, providing high quality services and 
enhancing satisfaction of customers lead to the 
success of travel and tourism industry [8]. High 
quality services and tourist satisfaction can build 
good and long-term relationship and achieve the 
repeat visitation. Tourist satisfaction has the direct 
influence on the intention of repeat visitation. The 
costs that retain the existing customers are less than 
capture the new customers from competitors. 
Therefore, it is necessary to understand the tourist 
satisfaction. 

Though repeat visitation has the potential to 
become the backbone of tourism industry, few 
studies have been published examining the 
phenomenon and motivations for repeat visitation 
[9]. There are two purposes in this paper: First, we 
analyze the relationship between traveler 
motivations, satisfaction and repeat visitation to 
provide some information to proprietors of tourism 
industry for future planning. Second, we compare the 
accuracy of two datasets, original data and data after 
using Factor Analysis, by using SVM. In other 
words, we expect to build a predictive model for 
repeat visitation to predict the tourists’ intention of 
repeat visitation based on the proposed structure. 

This study took the visitors of Sun Moon Lake 
which is one of the international tourism destinations 
in Taiwan as our object. We collected the information 
about tourist satisfaction through questionnaires. 
Factor Analysis was employed to find out the 
significant factors. Support Vector Machines was 
adopted to predict the respondents’ intention to make 
a repeat visitation to Sun Moon Lake. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 gives a brief overview of literature review.  
In section 3, SVM is briefly introduced. The samples 
use in this study and questionnaire design are then 
presented in Section 4. The results are illustrated and 
discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are 
drawn in Section 6. 
 
 

2   Literature Review 
2.1 Repeat Visitation 
In the marketing literature, repeat purchase is usually 
referred to as customers’ loyalty. The degree of 
loyalty is one of the significant indexes, which was 
used to measure the success of marketing strategy 
[10]. Fornell and Wernerfelt [11] indicated that 
discovering new customers costs four or five times 
than maintaining existing customers. Thus, 
maintaining existing customers plays a crucial role in 
stabilizing the long-term profits of an organization 
[10]. Similarly, travel destinations can be regarded as 
products. Hence, maintaining this group of travelers 
can not only gain the long-term profits for a 
destination but reduce the cost.  
 
2.2 Tourist Satisfaction and Repeat Visitation 
Satisfaction has been a crucial decision factor in 
planning tourism products and service. Satisfied 
tourists are important to successful destination 
because it influences the decision of destination, the 
consumption of products and service and the 
intention of revisiting [12]. 

Some scholars discovered that satisfied 
customers would increase the degree of loyalty; 
satisfied customers would rise the degree of intention 
of re-purchasing [13]. Customers would feel some 
degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction after 
purchasing. If customers have been highly satisfied, 
they may have a higher intention of re-purchasing or 
recommendation; otherwise, they do not have an 
intention of re-purchasing or recommendation [14]. 
According to the literature in [15], satisfaction can 
directly affect the intention of re-purchasing. 

 
2.3 Tourist Satisfaction 

Generally, customers would have some 
expectation about the products and service before 
purchasing  [16]. Similarly, tourists are like 
customers. They also have expectation about the 
destination or service quality. If the experience is 
higher/lower than expectation, they will feel 
satisfied/dissatisfied [17]. Thus, satisfaction basically 
is used to measure the quality of products, work, 
travel and so on. It is a useful and widely-used index. 

The common ways to measure satisfaction are 
Overall Satisfaction, which measures the overall 
result after using products or experiencing services 
and Separated Satisfaction, which measures each 
characteristics after using products or experiencing 
services [16]. In this paper, we mainly focused on 
tourists’ Overall Satisfaction. Hence, the simple scale 
was used. 
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2.4 Travel Motivation 
Motivation has been  referred to as psychological 
needs and wants [18].  According to Uysal and Hagan 
[19], motivations can drive an individual toward  
some types of action. On the other hand,  people 
travel or join different kinds of activities in order to 
satisfy different desires and wants [20]. 

Thomas  [21] suggested that there are eighteen 
travel motivations such as education and culture, rest 
and relaxation, tradition and others. Mcintosh et al. 
[22] divided travel motivations into four catagories: 
physical motivators, culture motivators, interpersonal 
and status and prestige motivators. Physical 
motivatiors include rest, sporting activities, beach 
activities and the activities related to health.  Culture 
motivations contain music, art, folkways, dancing, 
painting and religion. Interpersonal motivations 
consist of meeting new friends, visiting relatives and 
escaping daily work. Status and prestige motivations 
contain respected by others or future development. 

In tourism research, the concept of motivation 
can be classified into two forces: push motivation and 
pull motivation, which indicate that people are 
pushed to make travel decisions and pulled by 
attraction of the destination [23, 24]. Push 
motivations are related to internel desire such as 
escape, rest, relaxation, advanture, social interaction, 
family togetherness and excitement [23, 25, 26]. On 
the other hand, pull motivations are connected to 
external aspects , which include revreation facilities, 
culture and races, entertainment, natural scenery, 
shopping and so on [27]. 

In summary, Travel motivations are different 
according to the characteristic and object. Thus, In 
this paper, we try to make the research about travel 
motivations of travelers. We consider the 
characteristics of Sun Moon Lake into our travel 
motivation and we draw some suitable travel 
motivations which match on our study through the 
literature. 

Fig. 1 Proposed Model for Revisiting 

Based on the literatures above, we proposed a 
predictive model as Figure 4 illustrates. The model 
presented in Figure 4 shows how tourist motivations 
might impact on satisfaction factors that in turn affect 
repeat visitation. By constructing a predictive model 
for repeat visitors, we could predict if the travelers 
would come back. 

 
3 Support Vector Machines (SVM) 
SVM was developed by Vapnik [28]. It is a newly 
developed technique in recent years. It is one of the 
best tools to be used in classification. SVM can 
separate negative samples from the set in which 
contains both positive and negative samples with 
complex distribution. When the test data and the 
training data are similar, the result for classification is 
usually good. SVM is developed from statistical 
learning theory [29]. The main idea of SVM comes 
from the binary classification, namely to find a 
hyper-plane as a segmentation of the two types to 
minimize the classification error. This hyper-plane 
maximizes the minimum distance between the 
hyper-plane to the nearest negative and positive 
points.  

In addition, SVM can also solve the problem 
with linear or non-linear segmentation, as shown in 
Figure 2 and Figure 3. SVM uses some local 
information to do the training, then calculates some 
support vectors from the training data to support the 
whole information while eliminates some outlier 
points. SVM has some attractive properties that make 
it a very popular technique to use. The SVM has 
already been successfully used for a wide variety of 
problems, like pattern recognition, bio-informatics, 
natural language learning text mining, and more [30, 
31]. 

x

y

Travel motivations 

Tourist satisfaction 

Intention of repeat visitation 

Predictive model for revsiting 

Fig. 2 Linear Classification 
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Fig. 3 Non-Linear Classification 
 
4   Samples and Questionnaire Design 
Among many ways of collecting data, two of the 
most popular tools are interviews and questionnaires. 
Both methods show their pros and cons. The biggest 
advantages of self-completion questionnaires over 
structural interviews are that they can save much 
time and money, as well as permit much larger 
samples to be gained.  Thus, we employed 
questionnaires to collect data in this study. 
     A successful questionnaire depends on three 
elements [36]: (1) The questions must be 
comprehensible and definite.  (2) The appearance of 
questions must be standardized. (3) A reliable, 
efficient, and preferably, cost-effective way of 
coding the data for following analysis must be used. 
With the three suggestions mentioned above, an 
efficient and cost-saving online questionnaire system 
is produced.  Before a good final questionnaire is set 
up, a pilot test was performed to ensure clear 
questions in our study. 
 
4.1 Data Collection 
The samples used in this paper were collected from 
the tourists of Sun Moon Lake, which is the most 
famous destination in Taiwan. We have used a 
systematic sampling approach, where questionnaires 
were delivered to every 5th tourists that walked by. A 
total 400 questionnaires were distributed for this 
study. 380 questionnaires were found usable obtained 
from travelers who traveled in Sun Moon Lake, yield 
95% of respondent rate.  
 
4.2 Questionnaire Design 
The questionnaire was developed by reviewing the 
travel motivation literatures. The questionnaire is 
divided into three sections. The first section 
separated into two parts. First, respondents were 
asked to rate the importance of 24 items of travel 
motivation to Sun Moon Lake as a travel destination 

on a seven-point Likert scale, with 1 being Extremely 
dissatisfied to 7 being Extremely satisfied. The last 
question seeks to measure the level of tourists’ 
overall satisfaction. In second section, tourists were 
asked to express their intention of revisiting Sun 
Moon Lake. The last section requires the respondents 
to fill in their demographical information such as 
gender, age, region of residence and monthly income. 

  

The survey was pre-tested on 105 tourists in 
Sun Moon Lake and we employed Item Analysis to 
calculate the critical ratio of each item and see if we 
need to delete unsuitable items. (If the critical ratio 
item is less than 0.05, we deleted the item; otherwise, 
we keep the item.) 

 

 
   Results and Discussion 
In this paper, we used Factor Analysis and Support 
Vector Machine for analyse the data. We employed 
Factor Analysis to reduce the items to a more 
manageable size to have a better understanding of the 
attributes. Five facotrs were then identified labeled 
Factor 1, “Mental experiment and interpersonal 
relationship”; Factor 2, “Climate and environment”; 
Factor 3, “Local food and consumption patterns”; 
Factor 4, “Activities and services”; Factor 5, “Local 
product and historical spots”. 
Table 1 Accuracy of cross validation before FA 

Classifier  5-fold 10-fold 
dot  0.842  0.821 
polynomial degree 2  0.849  0.847 
polynomial degree 3  0.847  0.847 
radial gamma 0.0001 0.851 0.860 
radial gamma 0.001 0.884 0.884 

 
Table 2 Accuracy of cross validation after FA 

Classifier  5-fold 10-fold 
dot  0.840 0.847 
polynomial degree 2  0.849 0.844 
polynomial degree 3  0.844 0.844 
radial gamma 0.0001 0.858 0.860 
radial gamma 0.001 0.876 0.876 

At the next stage, we used SVM to train and test 
the data. Since we did not know the distribution of 
our data, we tried three kinds of kernels, dot, 
polynomial and radial, to find the better kernel 
function and parameters. The degrees of polynomial 
kernel were 2 and 3. As Table 1 and Table 2 illustrate, 
we can see there are slight differences between 5 fold 
and 10 fold cross validation. We also found that the 
accuracy rates are lower after using Factor Analysis. 
We then discovered that when kernel is radial, the 
accuracy was the highest. Hence, the base classifier 
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we used was the radial kernel. Based on the 
confusion matrix, we found that the average accuracy 
is quite good. However, the true negative rates 
(non-repeat visitors) are quite low. 

Due to the skewed data, the prediction of 
minority part is not well. Therefore, we adopted the 
majority voting technique to increase the accuracy of 
true negative (non-repeat visitors). We divided the 
data, which consists of 330 positive data (repeat 
visitors) and 50 negative data (non-repeat visitors; 30 
samples used for training and 20 for testing) into 11 
subsets as the training sets. Each subset includes 30 
different positive samples and 30 same negative 
samples. 

We compare the results of three strategies, 
which are summarized in Table 3. We can see that 
majority voting by using SVM only, 
more-than-1-negative rule, weighting by cross 
validation and voting can improve the prediction of 
non-repeat visitors. As Table 4 depicts, we are able to 
discover that majority voting, all the strategies or 
rules can improve the prediction of negative data. To 
sum up, the average accuracy was improved. 
Table 3 TN rate using different method before FA 

Strategy or rule TN rate 
base case 0.650 
majority voting (more than 2 
negative) 0.600 

more than 1 negative 0.750 
weighting by 5-fold cross 
validation & voting 0.689 

weighting by TN rate & voting 0.629 
 
Table 4 TN rate using different method after FA 

Strategy or rule TN rate 
base case 0.350 
majority voting (more than 2 
negative) 0.400 

more than 1 negative 0.600 
weighting by 5-fold cross 
validation & voting 0.696 

weighting by TN rate & voting 0.453 
 
 
6 Conclusions 
In an increasingly saturated marketplace, repeat 
visitors become a backbone of the destination. This 
group of tourists denotes a stabilizing influence on 
most destinations because of their familiarity with the 
destination and the stable income source they provide. 
This means maintaining exisiting tourists can reduce 
the cost of a destination and create long-term profits. 

As a results, we  identified five siginifacant 
factors, labeled Factor 1, “Mental experiment and 
inter personal relationship”; Factor 2, “Climate and 
environment”; Factor 3, “Local food and 
consumption patterns”; Factor 4, “Activities and 
services”; Factor 5, “Local product and historical 
spots”. Based on the experimental results, the 
average accuracy rate of base case was quite high. 
However, we discovered that this model cannot 
provide a high prediction of negative data 
(non-repeat visitors) because of imbalanced data 
distribution. After using other stratgies or rules, we 
found that the true negative rate was improved.  

The limitation should be addressed. Travel 
motivations would be changed by people and 
destination. Tourists’ actions would also be diverse 
while the destinations are different. This study only 
investigated a local tourism destination, Sun Moon 
Lake. The results may not be suitable for other 
tourism destinations. In the future, more studies are 
encouraged to investigate more representative 
tourism destinations. 
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